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Please follow these simple and easy instructions to set up your Fiesta folding camper. 
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Disconnect lighting and ancillary 7 pin plugs, lower jockey wheel and unhitch camper from car. 

Apply handbrake and wind down all four corner steadies using handle provided. 

Roll up P.V.C. transit cover from ihe rear. fold in both ends of the roll and secure on the front of the 
trailer with the P .V.C. retaining flap. 

Lift out LH bed through 180° and leve� so that it is in line wan me camper body. {Note: sighting along 
both beds will facilitate this function) 

Repeat above function for RH bed. 

Unfold wall canvas from top of roof so that it hangs down freely on both sides of camper. 

Set all four centre cabin frame poles with the spring button in the bottom of the four adjusting holes. 

Swing up ridge poles and joint together by locating spring buttons provided. 

Swing up kitchen roof pole to vertical position and extend to set spring buttons in the bottom hole. 

Clip the two kitchen extension tension P?les into position just above curtain wire holes. 

Extend to two diagonal corner roof poles until spring button is in the next to the top hole position. 

Secure bottom of canvas all round the camper by hooking the shock cord under the bed boards and 
pressing the 'Velcro' together under the aluminium moulding. 

Finally, tension canvas all round including kitchen extension by means of extending poles until canvas is 
taut. 

Raise kitchen unit to working height by lifting LH side then sliding the unit to the right until it locates in 
the support channel. 

Hang up inner tents and roof lining to the roof poles by means of the hooks attached. 
Swing up seat back support arms and locate seat back frame into the arms. Secure seat back cushions 
in position wit the 'Velcro' tapes provided. 
Hang up curtains. 
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FIESTA FOLDING DOWN INSTRUCTIONS 

Take down curtains. 

Unclip inner tents, fold neatly onto mattress and secure to the bed board with straps provided. (NOTE: if 
canvas is wet cover beds with the P.V.C. covers fitted to the bed board before strapping down). 

Unclip LH side of roof lining and clip onto swing down arms of cabin frame. 

Lower kitchen unit to travelling height. 

Remove seat back frames and place on floor in front of fridge, swing down support arms to rest on the 
floor. 

Collapse the two corner diagonal roof poles by depressing the spring buttons. 

Unclip the shock cord and release the canvas all around the camper. 

Set all four cabin frame poles with the spring button in the bottom hole position. 

Remove the two kitchen extension tension poles, collapse the �oof pole and swing down to rest on top 
of the kitchen unit. 

Disconnect ridge poles by depressing spring buttons and allow ridge poles to swing down to the vertical 
position. Secure to the intermediate poles using the straps provided. 

Fold over front and rear canvas wall neatly onto roof (ensure door zip is closed) 

Swing over RH bed first through 180° ensuring that no canvas is trapped between bed and bed support 
bracket. 

Ensure that all four swivel feet lie flat. 

Fit transit cover and wind up corner steadies. 

Release handbrake and hitch onto car, raise jockey wheel and lock in position. 

Connect lighting and ancillary 7 pin plugs. 

GENERAL NOTES 

The canvas will shrink when wet. To avoid stretching the canvas. Lower all poles by one hole on the 
adjustment holes, When the canvas is dry the poles can be returned to their original position. 
The first time you use your camper in wet weather you may experience a small amount of leakage along 
the stitching. DO NOT WORRY this is not unusual and after weathering the leaks will cease. 
If the camper is folded down whilst wet it should be opened at the earliest opportunity to allow ttie 
canvas to dry out. 
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